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URGENT QUESTIONS
OMRADES, I wish to deal with three questions : (I) the question
t, i s . , the unemployed movement ; (2) to
conmlidated ourselves in the factories; aud
(3) the ffu~tuationsand the muses of the fluctuatwns.

AMONG THE UNEMPLOYED
Absbrad Shga~s
As n consequence of mpitaIist rationahation carried out at the
exof the working class, structural unempl~ymentwas aIready
rife in the principal capitalist countries in 1gr8 and 1929,when the
?momwas still at its height. But when the world economic crisis broke
out unemployment reached unprecedented dimensions.
All the hopes of the bourgeois and Social-Democratic economists
that there would be a seasonal improvement and that unemployment
would diminish in the spring of 1931 proved vain.' On the mmty,
after a slight drop in the number of unemployed in, the begmning of
the spring, unemployment is now greater in some camtries than it
was in Jan-,
1931. Wence unemplopmt at the present time is
not a passing phenomenon, and for that reason the Gmmunist W e s ,
the Red trade unions and the trade union oppsitiom must work
energetidly among the unemployed, This has not been done up
tiIl now. In spite of the fact that there are three or four times more
unemployed this year than last year, tEus demonstrations on February
25th in almost all couutries,except Germany, &cho-Sbvakia, Poland
and Anstria, were worse than last year. This was stated by Comrade
Maa&ky in his report, and tbe comrades who have spoken up to the
p a t hw-not refated it.
What is the reason ? There are maay reasons. The chief of them,
1 think, are as follows : The abstractness of our agitational slogans,
the absence of organization, while those organizations whkh d
were &fly occupied with the organbtion of demonstrations, Work
among the unemployed was not of a concrete nature whi& muld
organize the unemployed and attach them to the Communist Parties
foralongtime. I willtrytoprovethis.
Take the sl
of m e of the P a r k . Here are the slogans .
of the ~ - i c a n T Z y : " wwk or m q ~ s . ~ I' must say that, if I were
unemployed and in h r i , I probably should not haw understood
this s l o p ,
(Lomvsw : And in Moscow you mderstwd it 1-Lasrgkssr.)
ln Moscow I I know that if a worker in the U.S.S.R. is unemployd
he receives unempJoyment pay. I know this very well.
5
I. WORK

(UU~LSKY
: Even the R.1L.U. does not understand this
&gan.-~aughder.)
But this is not all. L&k at fie s e d slogan : " Don't staweI think that few people wish to starve, even in America.
&ht."
It is true that they mimprove their situation by means of a collective
fight, but there is no need to be sa niggardly with words.
The third slogan, "Fig# for ths sg~m-kolcr&y a d the $u*
dky-week,'* was right. But there was not the addition " no rdtrctia
ire wug~s." In what way does the slogan, the last part of it, differ
from reformist slogans 7 In Am&
particularly this slogan was
dangerous. Why was it dangerous T Becaase in America there are
many groups even among the bourgeoisie who say : " Let the workers
work two or three days a week, so as to give the unemployed a job."
Would the buged9ie lose anything from this 7 No ! They would
only gain. Every two or t h e days in the week a new worker would
be at work, e-n
would intwo or three times and wage
would remain as
ore, that is, only for two or three days' work,
This would be an a d d worsening of the conditions of the working
class4reducing it to panperism. Our Party issued tbe proper slagan,
" Firght for the ~vefl-hourday," and added also " the five-day week."
Wow shodd the worker h o w that, while proposing a fiveday week,
a threeday week shouldnot be prop& 2 This is of great importance
for beria.
The fourth s b p . At the Plenum in Nwember, Comrade Rlein,
at a session of the C.C. of the Party, illustrated how the election camon by the.Party agitators. He said : " Our cadipaign was
dates are reaommended to the workers as folIows : The chief question
is m i a l insurance, It is true that this law can only be carried ont
mder the dictatorship of the proletariat, but nevertheless we want
the workers to vote for us."
I do not know what comrades in America mean by social insurance.
In all probability, only under the dictatorship of the prolethat will
it be possible to carry out insurance which will be exclusively at the
e q m s e of the employers without payments by the wor-,
and the
workers will receive full wages during illness, disablement, unemployment, etc. This-is correct, of course. But s h e kind of i n m a n e a
be introdud under the bourgeois system. In France recently a
system of kmmnce was introduced which was so bad that the workers
went on strike against it, but it was insurance.
Unfortunately, such abstract Slogans were in evidence not only
an the nnemplopd question, Comrade Foster, at the same Plenum,
stated that " during the miners' strikes wbich took pkm recently
there were such slogans as ' A Labour and Farmers' Government,'
' Nationahtioh of the Mitles,' and nothing about the immediate
demands of the striking workers," It is hardly likely that the Party
mn lead strikes with such slogans.
The question of charity in America phys a great r&k, because
t h ~ r eis no insurance in Amerim and assistance is chiefly received
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independently of his qualihtions or wags. Maybe I am wrong,
( R E ~ L :E The unemployed in Germany are divided mto several
categories.)
Yes, in Germany things are quite diBFerent. In Germany the dole
is paid accordjng to the size of the wages. In Germany the workers
pay and they receive according to their mges. But in Enghd, as
far as I know, men without a family receive 17s.: for their wife they
get F., md for every child they receive 2s.
( ~ O : TWe demand more.)
Very well, more-say, 5s. for each child instead of 2s. You should
have said concretely how many shillings mare. " More " can mean
anything- " More' might be three times more than fuflwages. That

,-
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are nd stAg
to the same extent as the Indian workers. Obviously
we must give such s l o p s as will draw in the workers, m o b i them
for the struggle, so that they will understand them so that t k slogans

will attach them to our Party.
I pass on t o the slogans of C x c h o - S l d . Thir lirst slagwas " Bread. Work, and AU Power to the Workers." (Laughter.)
What is wrong here ? Of course, everythiig is right. But can you
attract the workers with it ? 1 am convinced that it was not by this
slagan that the Party achieved its sucoesses among the unemployed.
" Organiw the Proletarian Counter-Attack in Town and ViUage."
How iii the counter-attack to be organized 7 By demonstrations,
strikes, or by something else 7
Before the fasciit d e m ~ t i o n in
s Prague the f~lbwingslogan
was put forward : " Long Live the International Solidarity of the
Toiling People in Tom and V i , "
I must say that I have examined all the slogans of the G e r m C.P.
on the question of the election earnand the unemployment
ampaign. All the slogans were undoubtedly correct Only during the
metal workers' strike I found one slogan which seems to me to be not
quite correct. There was a dogan, " Kick Briining's Social-Democrats
out of the St& Committees." TI& was during a strike. The tactics
of the United Front from below demand that the Social-Democratic
workers be brought into the Strike Committees, but, of course, not in
such numbers as would put them in the majority. However, such a
slogan could be interpreted to mean that we must not elect SocialDemocrats to, but throw them out of, the Strike Committees. I think
this slogan was wrong.
(REMMELE
: This slogan was wrong.)
Take the slogans for February zgth, 1931,printed m the manifesto
of the C.P. of France. The first was " Against Reactionary
the second " Against Fascist Preparations," the third
rganize by Sending Masses of Unemployed Workers into the
C.G.T.U., by the Best of Them Joining the C.P.F." How? The
unemployed, apparently, will t h e e l = choose which of them am
the best, so as to attract them to the Party. The fourth slogan was
"Employed Workers, Unite, Ekct Your Delegates, Present Your
Demands to the Employers, Quit Work to Support Your Delegates,
Demonstrate in the Factories and Strike under the Slogan : ' Not Une
Centime Reduction in Wages I ' " Can we p e n t to all factories and
ali the unemployed such a slogan as " Elect hhgates and Present
Demands " 7 Can we ? In my opinion we cannot. This is an abstract
slogan, absoIutely not adapted to the situation. But this slogan is
also repeated in the manifesto of the C.G.T.U. on February 25th.
An addition is made to the last slogan whidb I read: " Organize
Demonstrations near the Factory Gates and the Factories Together
with the Unemployed. Committees of the Unemployed, Organize
Street Demonstrations on Febroary 25th.'' You would think that
they had not enough paper. They a p p d to the employed with the

.
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same slogans as to the unemployed. Slogam are the ideological side
of the work among the unemployed. The slogans of the Party make
it p s i b l e to a t a t e for it, to penetrate among the masses, Slogans
difIer from other forms of agitation because they are short, but they
must be so char that every ane who receives them will understand them.

,

From t h e pint of view of the ideological preparation of the. unemployed campaign there were many failures in many h u n i s t
Parties. Evidently the method of agitation will have to be changed
here.
I have given only a few of the slogans issued by five legal Parties.
In other Sections of the C.I. the slogans were often just as abstract.
Such abstract slogans cannot attract the broad masses of the unemployed to our side.

L

The Need for Vm*ows McthoHs of Wwk Ammg Ike U ~ $ b y e H
I will pass on to another question-the question of whether we
can work among the unemployed in general, among all the unemployed
in all countries. There would be no harm in working among all the
unemployed if we have the forces and the necessary appaxatus, and
if we can take them all in. But we can see, and we all know, that
our Parties do not
all these factors. Therefore, in my opinion,
we must differentiate the work among the unempIoyed. There are
unemployed who are badly provided for, and there are unemployed
who are more or less well provided for.
I will try to show this by figures. According to official. @ m a , in
Germany, on January mt, 1931, there were 4,357,000 unemployed.
These are official figures ; the n~lfnberwas really greater. Out of
them, z,s55,ooounemployed men and women received the unemployment dole, %,om received the crisis &le (the crisisdole is considerably
smaller than the usual unemployment dole), 1,535,000 unemployed
were compelled to apply for charity. Even & bourgeois papers 'state
that over pa,m of them did not receive any &le at all. In Poland
and Czecho-Slovakiaa wry insignh5-t number of unempbyed receive
unemployment py.
Even in Britain there are many sections, such as railroad men and
apkultural workers, who do not receive the dole. In Britain, there
are 300,000 to w,m unempIoyed who for various masans have been
removed from the lists of those due to receive the unemployment dole.
Would it not be better for us to try to organize those tlllemployed
who are worse off, although they are much more dBmlt to organize ?
For iastanoe, take Germany. If you can organize thase people on
the laboar exchange who receive the dole, aud even those who are
oompeUd to apply for charity t o the muqicipality (they can be
organhi), it is nevertheless extremely difficult to organize the people
who do not receive anything in either of these places. They have to
be sought far and captured, and a special apparatus is necessary for
this.

h

But, on the other hand, if this category of unemployed were
organized (something has been done for them already, of course),
the Communist Parties could penetrate deeply among the unemployed
proletariat, dee y among these masses, Therefore I think that
maybe we shod raise the question of the differentiatios of work among
the unemployed, owing ta the fact that the Communist W e s have
not sufficient forces to work everywhere mong the uaernplofl,
because up to the present we have on our side maybe 5 per mt. of
dl the unemployed, even according to the most optimistic statistics
of the Parties themselves.

I
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God a d Bad Work Among dke U ~ 1 0 y P r d
Now I wish to give two examp& which show what successes m
be attained when we work among the unemployed, and how the
Communist Parties lpse iduence among the unem toyed, and also
among the employed, if they work bad1 or not at a f

The f i s t example is that of Gecho- lovakia. I think that 1need
not deal in great detail wittt h e work of the C.P.Cz. among the
unemployed. Comrade Gottwald yesterday spoke of this in detail,
but, nevertheless, I wisb to give some figures ahut their work. During
the mum of two weeks-in Janpary and the bej$nning of Febraasy-the C.P.Cz. organid and &d
on in thirteen districts a total of 255
demmtrrttions and meetings, with about 68,000 pticipants. Not
all the districts have yet given information about tbis c.ampaign. I n
all districts (not d y d&g these two weeks, but for the whole h e )
the C.P.Cz. made demands through the unemployed in 494 municipalities and communes. In m t of the municipalities aud communes
the unemployed received assistance in money, fmd, fuel, etc. The
Conof the manplayed which took place not long ago was
sufiicjently wide. Them were 982 delegates, of whom 385 were
memhrs of Red trade unions ; there were 105 belonging to reformist
trade unions, and qga nno mized workers ; 577 unemployed com~ ~ o n g r eof~ the
s
unemployed adopted
mittees were represented.
a platform of demands for the unemployed which had been prepared
by the C.P.G. and the R d trade unions. If the C.P.Cz.has obtained
great successes among the unem l o p i , it is ow% to this g o d aad
&&lowtkia thrs year the hmonpainstaking work. Therefore id
strations oo February 25th were not only b&er and better than k
t
year, bat the C.P.G. and the Red trade unions increased their membership by 5000 to 6000.
To take another exampIe-America, Last year, acmdhg to all
f q m s , including thwe given m the bourgeois papers. I , Z ~ , persons took part in the uflempbyd demonstrations of March &h,
1930. Last yeat there were no unem yed organidions in America,
When the unemployed heard that
is a
J s year, according
Gghts
their demands they responded on a Iarge scale.@ fT
to exaggerated figures (I emphasize that the figures are exaggerated),

%,
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in thi unemployed d e m o n s h t h ,
should further note that Last year the number of unemployed in
AmericawashaJfasmanyasthisyear.
What is the cause ? AUow me to read yon a document which was
sent from m e disbict to the C.C. of the Party. After the November
P€enumof the C.C. in 1930 Comrade Darcy was sent to work to District
13, Wifornh, and on January 12th he wrote to the C.C. from San
Francisco ;IS follows :
" For the past few weeks our chief task has been to convince ow
comrades here that they must really begin serious unemployment
work. Up tilI now 'their concentration has h e n upon Skid Road
cxcIr*sdvdy. This holds true fot San Francism, Oakland, Los Angeles
and Sacrarneato. In the other toms there was not an unemployment
work done at all. When I proposed mncrete forms o activity against
the effects of unempIoyment, such as the fight against evictions,
demonstrations in front of gas and electric oompnies to force the
t d g on of meters which they had shut o£f, food Sghts, etc., the
d e s found every excuse under the sun wby we couldn't carry
through such struggles. In regard to evictions, they even denied
that there were evictions in this district. They said that the law and
the community chests prevent any family from being evicted. After
a @ht aver this question in the open section meeting and the district
committee meeting, the whole membership began discussing this
qrmestim, and the day before New Year's,
ely by accident, me of
oar comrades, in d m g through the $"
&an wction of 'Frisco,
saw furniture on the street in front of a certain house. We were
notifred and, with a handful of comrades, aroused the neighbawhood
against this eviction. A thousand workers gathered in h t of the
house, a &ht took place with the police, who drew guns, and fmally
the workers succeeded m c m y h g the furniture into the house spin
and established a picket line of neighburs for sewral dags. X t is now
two weeks, and this worker is not yet evicted. The result of this
fight was daal rn worn a &tory h i & ihc Party i m rCdw Wr **m
hrwaPds nrass w k , and outside the Party we got our baptism as a
struggle organization and not mere1 a bunch of takers. I: am encZosing herewith exhibits r and a, w ich were the leaflet and ptitim
chcuhted by:the neighburs against this eviction. The fight over this
eviction also helped considerably in making our % m e n t o demmtration on the $h whatever success it was."
I am afraid that Da~cy'sletter is not an exeption. I doubt if it
is harder to work among the unemployed in America than in mchoSlovakia. This is confirmed by the results of the work of Comrade
Darcy in Sacramento, Evidently the work is ctlrrkd on that wav
throughout America.
Comrade Darcy came to Sacramato at the end of December, 1930.
From December 3rst to January 6th the following preprational work
was made for the All-American Unemployed Demonstrattoa on
January 7th. I will read a list of all the demonstratiam and
ut 300,m perms took part

I,
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meethe, bemuse this is very characteristic and is typical of all
Parties.
Wen they work the workers Aock to them. Here is an outline
of our activittes since Wednesday, D m k r ~ r s t 1930
,
:
(t)

Shop Gate Mwting.
(a) S.P. shop
(b) Libby McNed m n e r y

............

4 meetings
......... a
..

,.

6

Reached an average ~f zzow workers.
hatlets di&ibutPd, I).W." s01& sign displayed,
{.r) Flop House M a d Line Meetings.
(a] Recreation mitre (flophouae) ( r o a , workers)
(BJ Read line, Sd vation Army

. . . . . . ..... . 54 meettogs
,,

500 aignabms coIlected.
27 m e m h got ia.
(3) r
wwkers reached.
(4) x@ " D.W." distributtd.
5) ram leaflets distributed,
6) Signs displayed.
I)
2)

(3) Meetinp in Front of Empbyme.nt 'Agencies. z daily--altogether 14
m-nga.
Resul& : (1 42 members joined.
375 '' D.WZtsoid.
3) $20 ~01IBCtfonotaken.
(4Awraw 250 workem reached in each meeting-

$

tow 3500.

(4) Indoor Meetinp. 2 meet&# daiIy (afternoon and evening)-total
Results : (A] Attendance, Full House
t-oo
(b) Members taken in
72
(c) Collection taken
$ra
(4Literatare =Id
$8
(er ~ o t sWl Q T &ding
~
3-

......

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. . .
......
( I )Signatuffstakea . . . . . . . . .

(5) Residentid Section Meetin-.

(a) North Sacramento
(b) Wegt Sacramento

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

ip

4
2
A

" ""

&
D
T
y
s
w
?
d
d

.. .. .. ........................ ... ... ... ...
~
.. .. ..~.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
distribu2
............

Memben joined
Conectian taken
S
i taken
" D.W." sold
XRMets

2000

37
a.50
162

1x5
,000

r 4.

=

Open borum. -, u p s f o m held.
a) Full capuw attendme
b) Sipaturetltakenin,..
(GI M e m h joked

...
...
...
(4h ~ e e t i o t l literatwe*L~d
,
...

I

Outaf-TO- Activities,
(a) S t o c k b o n . ~ p a i g n carried on ander great &cultles.
Steinw o
rtunht element, demordidng organization.
U I I ~ P Iccnlncil
Q ~ strengthened. Dclegatfon arriwd conaiding of ra. rnleaflets distributed.
(b) Committee 0f.3 with car sent to outlying towns of Wwillc.
M l e , IboseviUe.

l ~ , l ~ f w s .
((3)
1 rao
D.W."
U.S. appliations.
(I

250

19)

Publiaty-Mew.
(a) j differentleaflets in En@&.
r ledlet in Spanish.

n women's lea*.
(b) CapttaIist p m s reached every day.
(e) One big track with signs pfng throughout city.

(lo] General

Accompltshments.
r Memh

. . . .. .. .. .. .. .............. zw
(3) ~teratuFe8
oK . . . . . . . . . . . . 1098
$35
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
$38
CoH-&
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
W w*
(6) Meheld
. . . . . . . . . . . . 5514
( 7 ) S ~ b w e d

II

2 Signaturea

5000

m . . . . .

(8) One eviction wse w snc-fully"kugh~~'
(11)

Expectah.

~0,000
workers :

moo workers in tbe parade, 8aoa on the sidewalb.

The result is undoubtedly very big, but the Californian district is
not altogether a proletarian district, it is not an industrial district ;
but if this work had been done in Detroit, Phhdelpaia and other
places I am cmvinmd that the results would have been the
same.

It is now clear why the unemplopd movement in America is on
the downgrade. For a whole year the unemployed were without headership. No work was carried on among tbem. How could the unemhyed come to a demonstration to which the Party d e d them on
last year an
$ebroary 15th, 1931, in the same numben as they
March 6th ?

Tb N-c

Of the Wwk A

m i% UumSgkyd
Now Iwill p on to the nature of the work among the nnemployed.
I think that the kind of work among the unemployed has alsD been
unwtisfactory. Up to the pmmt time, in all Parties, with a few
exwptions, the chief method of work among the unempIoyed has
been abstract agitation ;bnd the organization of demonstrations.
13

h Germany the Unemployed Committees appoint ions for

youth, women, o&ce workers, newspap, for the workers wha have
tozappeal to charity, but the nature of the work of these mmmbshs,
as far as can be discovered (the German mrnrades d
l explain in
greater detail when they speak), was &By agitation and propaganda
Zn L'Hwnaaitd on March 3rd t h e was a very intereshg pxagraph
on the work of the Ronen Unemployed Committee. It said :

" It mnsists of twenty-six members. It includes an oqanhtion
mmmhion, for increasing the work among the unemployed ; a housing
commission, which -8 that the unemployed are not evicted ; a defsnce
commission to pnmtectdemonstrations, and a controlling and informational
commission, wmch watches the factories t o aec that'there is no overtime
and struggles against improper dlsmissak,"

t

1 do not know what these commissions do in practice, but the
Rouen c o d e s , in my opinion, have tried out the ground for improving the nature of the work of the unempioyed committee. Up
to the present unemployed committees have chiefly o r g a n a demonstrations. In my opinion it is right for the committees and councils
of the unemployed, in addition to agitation and the distribution of
literature, to organize demonstratims and recruiting for the Red
trade unions and trade union opposition,work in whicb the unemployed
t h d v e s are interested. I think that there are many branches of
the work which could be prformed by unemployed committets and
arundls. If the unempbpd committees and colmcils organized
hoasing commissions, and these housing commissions tried to prevent
evictions which take place in many towas,they could get into contact
with that part of the unemployed which suffers from this. The news
spreads very rapidly that there is an organization which helps the
unemployed, and the unemployed will unquestionably-come to it.
Then the defence commission, which would give legal advie and
would even defend the unemployed in the labour or other courts
which try cases of withdrawal of unemployment relief. The economic
cmnmission, which would collect money and organ& dining-rooms for
children.
Coma& TMlmann gave me yesterday a very interesting report
of a session of the Central Unemployed Committee in Germany.
Several comrades spoke there, and stated that the National Socialists,
and in some places even the Social-Democrats, are trying to hang on
to the unemplopd movement, that the National Socialists are even
orgmizig kitchen9 for the unemployd and for youth. They do this
very badly at present. They compel the youth who come to eat there
to work, and this, of course, is not very attractive for the puth. But
if they open kitchens and give dinnefi free, or almost free, then we
shall hardly be able to stop the hungry workers going there.
(Comrade TRAWN: There are already such kitchens in the
Ruhr.)
Our American Party has wt been able to prevmt the unempIoyed

h m taking charitable mlief in Arnerim, rrnd will not k able to do so,
The tlllemploJred oqanktions (c~mmitteesand eom& of the
rmemplopl) can collect money from the employed workers aad
orgame kitchens, even if only for chMren. This must be b e by the
ecpnornic commission. But how? The c o m n i t k s and man& of
the unemployed must ernin their agitation that s& kitchens
<;annot reduce the need of the mempIopd ; they must not forget our
general slogans of social insuranm ; and M y , they must establish
a general control of the employed and unemployed workers in k
dbhg-mms*
so as not to allow them to awe.mare harm than g a d .
We must be very wutions with such dining-mms. Nevertheless, it
seems to me that the committees and mmcils of the unemployed must
commmte to organize these dining-rooms, first of all for c h i i ,
through the emnomie commissirms, which will have ta be formed.
They mn help us in the work among the destitute unemployed. The
organizations of the unemployed will draw in these sections of the
workers who are on the brink of want; they will connect up with
the memp10yed rno-t.
The organhtional c o m m i s s b f o r
the organkatim of processions, demwstrations, the campaigns to
present demands, as m America, where they mild signam fox
the hmrance bill (the commission for c
o signatures
~
there
~
exists quite separately from the leadership af the unemployed workers;
from the unemployed committees), The organbtirm dh
could have m y other fundions.
The picket m&m
would organize pickets in factories where
there is a st*.
Pickets of the unemployed and strikers are of mt
hprtaaoe for cmyhg out the slogans given by the Communist
Party, nrging a common s-le
of the workers and the unempbyd.
Onr Parties have achieved something in cmyhg out this slogan,
In many cases the unemploged movement has joined up with the
employed workers. The workers who see that the unemployed are
9tmding in pickets and do not let strike-bpealfers p,
and do not
take the job in place of the strikers, will unguestianably h k up with
the unemployed movement and will help it.
The control, momhiom. It seems to me that the example of
the Roten commies is of 'great i m p r b c e . If there were st& control
commissi~nsto see that €he workers did not work more than seven or
eight hours, so that there would b no omrkime work, or if any factory
is preparing t o mhduce
r a t h a h t k ~m these grounds
it mntd be pmsible to mothe rmempkpd so as not .to allow it.
This is a new form of -le,
no leeimportant than demmstmthu.
F d y , the trade mion c o ~ i o n s .In my opinh the tasks
of the trade mion ~ ~ m m k b are
n s very imptaut.
Fitly, they mast k d oat who are memtrers of a trade r m b and
try to get them an to our side. But this is not the most Important
thfng. The chief thing is to organize the members of reformist and
other trade uniohs, to tell thqn evevhing which their d o n s are
doing, makc them disped to work mth ns ; to m d them to
15

union =tings to can upon the trade unions to demand a sevep-hour
day without reduction ofwages, not allowing wage mts, not permitting
wertime work or new rationalization. This is not the same thing as
the previous " b r r g dk Bowm " (corn@ the trade union bureaucrats
t o fight). No, it is not the same thing. When unemployed m e m b
of a trade union come to trade union meetin and put forward demands
which are understandable by the workers am sure that they wilt get
a majority at these meet-.
The reformists will not carry out the
demands ; the trade union opposition and the unemployed members
of the union will find it easier to fight against the trade union bureau-

ff"

mats.

When the gronnd is prepared in this way, t h e slogan may h put
forward " Join the Red Unions, Join the Trade Union Oppitim,
Throw Out the Reformist Trade Union Bureaucrats," etc., according to
the conditions, the time and the place. In this way we weaken the
reformist trade unions and break down the authority which they have
in the eyes of the men and women workers. This is a big field of work
Will thts work be easy 7 No, it will not be easy, but undoubtedIy
dif3cult. Why ? Because the unem loyed is a fluctuating elementhere to-day, and to-morrow in &r
place. We need to seek for
them and mtch them. But if there are so many members of the Red
trade unions who are unemployed, so many supporters of the Trade.
Union Uppsition, and so many unemployed Party members, the
Communist Party can organize them. They must be united ; they
must work actively in the committees and councils, on the unemployed
.cum&, and in the mmmisions. The unemployed committees and
couacils at the present time united hundreds and thousands of the
unemployed. When they @in to work better they will attract still
more unemployed. If all the mmmissions work well, especialIy the
trade union m ~ o x l sa, great deal can be done (however, during
the last year work h s slackened, even in the refarmist trade unions,
in such countries like England, America, bcho-Slovakia, Sweden and
Norway, and even in Gemany), while the Social-Democrats and
reformists in all these countries continually and OPENLY betray the
interests of the working class m questions which can be understood by
the
Therefore it is n e m to inmase the work inside the
trade unions so as to expose the trade union bureaucrats. For this
purpose we should also use the unemployed.
The work of these d i m s , as 1 have shown, WU
vide
abivity of the caunciIs and committee. for the unemplayed,
the workers cannot endlessly march in demonstrations at the all of
the unemployed councils and mrdttees, and they must not limit
a e j r functions merely to this. If committees and council of the
unemployed are organized, and the workers see that they are organ&tions which defend their interests, the Communist can p e t r a t e into
the midst of the working masses through them. Besides the commissions mentioned above, committees and councils of the unemployed
must form an &-prop and a c u l M and edumtional committee,
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h i & - m u s t publish papers, 0
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short coarses,distribute ?iterature,

RigM a d " Left " S&n
D
A iu W
W d A m ~ fke
g Ummpbyd
..
In spite of the fact that up to the prrsent time extensive organjzaions of the unemployed have not been formed in all countries, in
he activity of the existing unemployed committees and councils
ere has been in some countries " Ldt '"'sectarian and right deviations
of the C.I.
~uz~rnployed
attacked the peasants who brought
markets, and took thee products without paylways the rich peasants who haul their $pods to
have been cases when the unemployed attacked
Little bread 'shops. Such " c o n k t i o n " will feed no one, or but a
'fewp p l e , but it can autagonk the poor and middle peasant masts,
'while it is very irnprtant for them to take a friendly attitude to the
b unemployed movement and to the workers' movement in general.
There haw been -s
when the Trade Union Opposition, the Red trnde
unions, the d t t e e s and councils of the unemployed, which are
.under the influence of Communist Parties, have pnt f o r d only l d
phi slogans, not lialring them up with the general slogans of the
C o d t Party in the struggle a@mt unemployment (insurance
yph+onemployment to the extent of.full wages at the q n s e of
the employeisand the Government),nor with' the general struggle of the
whole proletariatof the given country, whikh is opportunismin practice.
How many committees of the unemplopd are there, and how
&nanyunemployed do they include ?
As far as I ham been able to discover in the five wuntxks which
have mentioned here, where there are legal Communist Parties and
w h e the unemployed'movementis also legal, there are : in Gerrrrany,
IW
unemployed committees, elected by about p , o o o to w,ooo
workers; m &&o-Slovakia there are about xxoo unemployed
committees, which at the outside re
nt 150,000 unemployed ; in
Amen& in November, 1930,at the h u m of the C.C., it was stated
that a few dmm mmmittees existed, with 2ooo members. (Evidently,
25th the A m e b comrades have
I at the p m n t time, since Feb: extended the network af unemployed committees.) Jn England there
are 1% local unemployed organhtions, with about a o , members.
~
I &c$atly the English comrades have i n d the ~nemp1Qyed
! otganhtion (in September, 1928,it had only 8000 members).
'
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WHAT FORMS OF ORGANIZATlON QF TBE UNEMPLOYED =ST

-FP-NT

TIM3 ?

W

TO

IR F m m , in the Paris distrkt, there are forty-five conlmitees.
They lpve already a united wmmittm. In other t o m in France
there are also unemployed committees, but in France they have not
pt made a serious start to include and organize the unemployed,
17

In ENGLAND
the unemplo&d movement has existed as an in&pendent movement since xgzx. In the IPcalunemphyed orgmhtions
there are m e m h of the organization yiag membership daes.
Until recently their &ief work consisted defending their members
m the adminkhatire organs whiqh deal with the flairs of the anemployed (not looking after all the unemployed, but only after their
own members-the unemployed organizations until zecently were
merely the lawyers for their members in all courts which deal with the
affairs of the unemployed). Their external activity consisted of
o p i z i n g unemployed procesions (hunger marches). In reality
ths was a UNION
of the unemployed, a sectarian organhation &g
after its own members. Only recently, when the Gmmunist Party
began, under great pressore, to deal Hnth the unefllpbyed movement,
the leaders of this organization began to unite the unemployed movement with the Minority' Movement and the movement of the
unemp10yed with the movement of the employed for a common shggle.
And this has already given good results by increasing the membership.
On February zrst-qrd this year there was a congress of the unemployed
in Britain. Acoording to the decisims of this oongresq the character
of the unemployed movement and its methods of work will be changed.
The memployd movement is closely connected with the Minority
Movement. In Britain there is a general national executive committee of the unemployed.
It is dif6cult to say what are the forms of the organizations of
unempIoyed in AMERICA. Comrade Bahcht, who reported at the
Plenum of the C.C. in November, 1930, on unemprOyment, stated :

3

" T h e U m h i p of the anem oyed movement must be ecrmplttely
m d l l a o f d y i n t h c h n n h ~ &T.u.u.L.
f
adthcewlutionuytrsdo
miom!' (Rebnnlated h m Ru~m.)

It seems to me that this is what kiUed the unemployed movement,
because there are few Red trade unions there. They have very few
members. Comrade Foster reported at the same Plenum of the C.C.,
that the Red trade unions and the T.U.U.L.are not going forward,
but Emadmar& all the time, and, as the unemployed movement was
linked up with badly functioning trade anions and the T.U.U.L.,
this
movement did not extend widely. Only after the Plenum of November,
xgo, the Party organizationsbegan to pay attention to the unemplopd
movement, under the pressure of the C.C. (a further rble was played
by the fact that International Unemployment Day-February zgth,
1931-was approaching), and they increased their work among the

unemployed. Without this the demonstrations m February 25th
mold not have gathered por0o0 people.
In New York the unemployed wuncils were fotmed under the
Red trade unions : needle workers, do-, restaurant workers, office
w o r k , metal workers, etc,-and in addition there were formed
territorial unemployed coundls. No All-American centre of the
unemployed has yet been formed.
In GERMANY,
in addition to unemployed at the labour exchanges,
18

grolrps number &,with 30,000

.

Thus in Germany the unemployed movement is an d+l part
of the revolutionary Trade Union Opposition. Out of more h five
miltion unemployed in Germany abut 300,000 to ~ , Q O Ounemployed
took part in the election of r4ao mmmittees, and 3 o . m unempbyed
are in the trade union opposition. Besides unemployed mmmitks
which were elected at the labour exchanges, there are also unem&yed
oamcils in the wards, towns, districts and provinces parallel t , ~
the
existing organizationsof the Red Trade Union Oppition.
In Germany them exists afso an AU-German Committee of Unemp l o w , elected at a conference of representatives of the h l
anemployed organizations.
- In CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
the unemployed movement commenced as
an extensive movement. Comrade Gottwald yesterday reported on
this. At frrst the Red unions took no part in the movement whatever.
It was organized by the Party organizations. Only now the Red
trade unions want t~ fix themselves on to this movement and to make
it an official part of the Red trade unions. The C.P.Cz, sumded in
doing something for the unemployed, and owing to energetic and
capable work among them an extensive movement resulted. The
unemployed committees which were elected at meetings of the mempbyed in various p h (at the labor exchanges, in commuues, m
wards and districts, etc.) are organized in town, district or county
organizations, The National Unemployed bnpsof kcho-Slovakia,
which took place recently, elected a central d t t e e of unemployed.
WHAT FORM OF ORGANIZATION OF TKE UNEMPLOYED SBOULI) BE
RECOMMENDED TO THE C O M M ~ I S PARTIES,
T
THE RED TRADEUNIONS
AND TED3 TRADE UNION OPPOSITION, ESPECIALLY IN THOSE C O U m S
M WHICH ORGANXZATIONS OF THE U N E M P L O m HAVB NOT
FORMED (FFXNCE,
ETC.)
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The unemployed mo-t
must have a broad W, it must
embrace all the unemployed, irrespective of the party or trade union
they hlmg to. It is not a matter of organizing unemployed anions,
of dose organizations, but of organieing a wide unemployed movement.
The unem&ed committees and councils must bethe leading
We?of the movement and be respnsible to it. Hence we mast
determine what the relations ketween the unemployed organizations
and the revoIuthnq trade lmicm movement should be.
It is not a' quation of the f o d connections bethe m a loyed mwement and the Red trade unions or Trade Union Oppsition
aetudgactice the driving force, the foundation of this movement
must be e Red trade unions, the Trade Union W t i o a or the
Party. The members of the Red trade uaim,the Trade Union O p p
sition and the Party must be united and must act in an orgadzed way
in all p h where the unemployed gather together.
Comrade TMhmmn told us yesterday that the refmnbt h i e
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dimsing the ;ruestion d the unempioYwd~Ve~
ment. The National F d s are trying to attach to it. This -is
inevitable, -use,
under present conditions, u n e n i p l o p t is not a
passing phenomwron. Therefore we must work very energetically
among the anempkyed..
This movement must be non-party, not attached t o any party,
nor to any kind of trade d ~ n Take
.
Czecho-Slovakia or &may.
The workers In Germany consider the Trade Unim Oppition, to
be an organhation of the C.P. ; the Red trade unions m &dm
S h v a h are hoked aa by the workers as unions of the GP. If ?he
unemployed movement is attached to the Red trade unions in MoSlovakia or to the Trade Union Opposition inGermany,then every one
will count it as a Communist movement, and this will frighten m y
worken whb follow the reformists, etc., away. Even in France every
one knows that the Red trade unions belong to the C.P., and the*
unions have publicly stated this scores of times in their arguments
with the Syndicalists, who are fighting against the Cammist Party
having the dominating influence in the trade unions.
If the unemployed organizations become known as being " Under
the Red trade unions," " Under the Trade Union Opposition," the
members of the reformist trade d o n s may not enter this organization,
and the supporters of the Catholic centre may a h not enter. There is
no need to speak about memkrs of other parties. In CzechoSlovakia, .
where there are thirteen trade union a l l h c e s , where every party has
its own trade union alliance, naturally their memixrs cannot enter
such an unemployed organization. If the unemployed-movement is
wide and free, formally not attached to any party or trade union
organization, then every unem loyed worker can join it. 1 t . d only
be p i b l e to include the w& WS
of the unernpbged in t h e
organizations if they are not labelled as " unemployed movement
under the Red trade unions," or " under the Trade Union Oppsition."
Of course I a m not opposed to the Party and the Red trade unions
leading'thk movement, On the contfary, the leadership mustbbe
strongly in tHe hands of the Trade Union Opposition or the Red trade'
unions, even more strongly than it has been up to the present, hndi
sf course, in the hands of the Party. For this purpose no lahl or title
is needed, but efficient energetic work in the spirit I have shown here.
Then there will be no force, no party whicb could get the unetnpbyed.
movement out of our hands.
It is stated.that,if the unemployed movement is not under the Trade;
Union Opposition or the Red trade unions, then there may arise a
cleavage between the empIoyed workers and the unempIoyed.
argument b very serious. The strength of the unemployed movement
in 1930 and 1931 lay h the fact that from tke vety start it was linked
up with the workers in the factories. This come&
was established,
ofcourse, not haw the unem lyed movement was mder the Trade'
ition or the ~ e c unions
f
(in G e c h o - S l o ~it ,was
organized
O Pyr the Party over the heads -oftUe Red anim, anat in
miom ate a&dy

I
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demands for the unemployed ? The Party, the
trade unions,-or
the T d e Union Oppasition. Who represents the interests of the

unemployed-? The Party, the Party press, the Communists in mrqent, etc. The experience of wwk among the unemployed in all
'countries is not yet very large. For that matter, in Britain our
'bas mfiied on work among the unemployed for ten years, became
this t i m there have been over one million unem loyed in England.
The British experience shows that we should not onn either a union
of unemployed with membership dues, etc., nor a central committee.
The
of Unemployed in Britain, as I have aIready said, r e h e d
members in x928, but its executive committee led the organization
by circulars from the centre, and in this way it fettered the initiative
of the local unemployed organizations, which waited for instructims
from the centre, with the result that the trnempIoyed movement did
not extend as widely as it should ; the unemployed league iu Britain
bemme converted into a sectarian body with rnemhship cards,
membership dues, but without rnass work and without inhence on
the broad masses of the unemployed. If the comrades in the l o d t h
had developed their initiative without waiting for instructions from
the centre, if they bad worked among those sections of the unemplo
who receive the smallest doles, among the most destitute, then t ey
would have had an extensive movement, But this was not done.
W e must avoid the English experience arrd not form central committees,
but develop wide initiative in the localities. We should form seaetariats under the central leaders of the Red unions and the Trade
Union Opposition specially for work among the unemployed. This
does not mean, of course, that we must not call national anemployed
congresses t o formdate demands, or to suppPt these demands.

l'
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Cmhrsion
I think that i t would be a good thing if the commission, on the
first pomt in t
k v n d a of the Plenum, msidered the question of the
forms of organhtmn af the unemployed, because the roblem of the
unemployed at the present time is very real, There are ao! ut 35 r n b
unemployed men and women workers. Up to the present there is no
politid party, no trade union, except the Communist Parties and
the Red trade unions and Trade Union Opposition, which go to any
trouble for the unemfloyed. The C.P.s, the Red u n h s and the trade
h i o n oppositim have the fullest possibilities of organKing ~ uuemployed for a common struggle along with thc workers in the factories.
Up to the present time this possibility has not been fully utilized either
by the C.P.s or the revolutionary trade union movement, while the
nnemphyed are already falling into the clutches of charitable organhtions (America]. Among them is king spread the legend of "
in " and " slave labour " in the U.S.S.R. In
of war they will
A d up to the army h t of all. The Fascists and the National
Fascists are already trying to strengthen themselves amongst the
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of mempfoyed pgiU. still go
and the Trade Union Opp,wecanimprovethroughthem

with the organiatim of the
general struggle of the proletarkt
done up to the present, and out of
Red unions, the Trade Union OppPfof
thing
sectarian
to be avoided
leagues dofeunemployed.
n organhug
membership dues and membership
the memplopd in the committees
sussc~m~h
o ~ms the employed
d even a m g the unemployed w b a r e receiving unemphy-

of the unemployed (committees) must
memployed, independent of the parties .
Mong ; at the labour exchanges, &p
tees will have to report on theu
work to all the unemployed. Only with such an organhtion the
unemployed movement wilI not have a sectarian character, but will
be extensive. Our slogan calling for a mrnmon struggle of the unemployed and the employed workers,in spite of the fact that up to the
present the work among the unemployed has been very p r , has given
fine results, Up to the present the unemployed have not been strikebreakers, even in countries where they & not receive the dole and
where the proportion of organized workers is not ve large, as in
America. This common struggle show be i n d st' fwthm.
Now I wish to pass on to a summary of the work of the Co~mMist
Parties and Red trade unions in the factories m capitalitst countries.

%

2.

THE WORK OF THE COMMUNIST NUCLEI, ETC,

Party N w k i i~ tBs F & w k
How do matters stand with regard to carrying mt one of the
important slogans which is set out in all the cbiuf &&UZIS
ofthe
Cornintern, t h e R.I.L.U. and their sectims4he trof the centre
of Party and trade union activity into the factories ?
I will 've statisti= once more for the same five legal Parties-the
C.P.s of &manY, Frsna, Ameria, England and GechoSbvakia-whirbwUuunrtbiqunMn.
Up to the present very little attention h;rs been @d in the discussion to the fonodation of the Party, or, at any rate, what should
be the famdatim-the factory nucleus. Only Cornfade ThiUuwm
made a slight reference to this. Here are the statistia. fn my opinion
there is no other way of deciding how we have oansolidated ourselves
in the factories.
$3

G E ~ . - T h e number of factory nuclei was :

In addition there were hfty-seven nuclei on big estates. Previously
there were no such nudei.
: (During the election campaign for the Reichstag 188factory nudei
were formed.)
The number of street nuclei in the C.P. of Germany was :

The street nuclei increased between Igag and 1930 by 305, while
the factory nuclei in the same period increased only by 1x3.

T m ~ R C E N T A G EOF PARTYmHBERS INCLUDED IN FACTORY
NUCLEI
DURING TEE LAST

FOURYEARSIN

1927
15.61%

a,.

THE

C.P. OF GERMANY

...

1928
l8.*%

1l)a9*
=4.7%

for 1930, but probably the percentage
We have not yet exact
'was greatly reduced, as is shown by the statistie on the number of

Pady members working in industry, compared with 1928 and rgag.
In the C.P. of Germany the propartion of the total number of
members who were working in factories was :
1928
62.3%

...

1929

51.6%

..

1930
31.2%

...

r93 r
za+zz%

(Thereduction in the number of Party memhrs worldng in factories
must be attributed to dimkids in mnection with the crisis, f i s t of
all of the revolutionary wrke~s-membersof the Party.)
The following figures, showing the fall in the number of Party
members working in the factories for the six chief districts in 1930,
are interesting compared with 199 :
Bc., rgzq
Oet, 1930
District
%
%

. . . . . . . . . . .....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

Mn-Brandenburg
Hak-1IPeraeblug
...
W - t e
(Hamburg and F'ther

56.0

Saxony...

j7,O

. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Ruhr

LowerRhine

60.3
53.5
44.3
41.8

...
...
...
...
...
....

45.4
34.5
38.2
40.0
24.4
22.7

In 1929, ia y r factory
~
nuclei, as.1 have already said, there were
.only 14.7 per cent. of all the Party members ; in 2519 street nuclei
there were 45 p r cent. of all the Party members, and m 2175 local
organizations, in which-$.here are no factory nuclei, street nuclei and
nuclei in the estates (there vpwe in all 2779 local organizations in the
C.P.G.in rgzg), there were 4u.3 per cent. of all the Party members.

*

1929dgnres barPed on data

24

frum 12 bigpat h t r i c t s .

..
.

.

the dis&iittwa of Party ,rtlembers itr rgzp, amongfa&&
M
where there w& no nudim, far W
the C.P. of & m y :
rn s h t e t hmag '
-~nnwsl
n W
dthld
%
'%

~~

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. :. 9.59
5.82
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
13-59
Thtirin&ia . . . . . . . . . .
10.5t
......
Mddenbur~
10.70
North-West
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..-1... .. 34.11
14.70
H-n-Gkfurt
4-19
.... ,..............
.. .. ...... y.05
HRu&&&

+.'

6.1j

a%

48.99

4r.41

38.73

59.44
53.13

33.27
37.79
59.9
45.57
58.2
59-51
31.12
57.95

' 51-65)

30.84
4p35
r -76

g2
35.9"-

In tbe Ruhr a great part of the Party members are organhed in
hw
nuclei. h n g the above-mentioned districts I have not
mentioned wme important industrial districts, such as BerlinBr;lndeabufg., but in geraeral this distribution of Party members in
the factory nuclei, .street nuclei and local orgarhations without nuclei
can be considered to be the general feature for all the other districts.

&ECHO-~LOVAKM.-~the C.P. of Czechu-Sbvakia in xgzb there
were 1301 factory nuclei ; in rgz3 &ere wese g ~ and
, in ~ g 3 0there
were 399. The n m k of Party membrs in them *tityW
y per
ant. of the total membership, The nwyber of street nuclei in 1928
was 639, and in 1930 it was 36~.in Ing33,33 p
r cent.. of the Party
members were in street nuclei, and 3 wr cent. in 11orgmhtions
without nuclei. This means that in kcho@avaki the e a t e r part
4f the P%rtjl members, the overwhelming rmjority, are not in fadoxy
nuclei
u.s.A,-T~~ factory nudei of the C.P, U.S.A. n t r r q h ~in
.
1927,x66 ; in 198,~ r;. tand in rg30, 133. (Thy mcluded a p ~ x i mateIy ID per c a t . of all Party members. In - ~ fadory
m
nuclei t h
were g@
members.) Street d e i in the C S . of U.S.A. in x p 8
were 468, and in 1930 there were 417. At the end of 1930 thee were
ro,@ memrs. If we wmt that in y g fsc@rynaclei ia 1936 there
were 1268 members, tbis means that in the,streetnuclei an& local
organimtims there were 9500 m e m b . The fact- is that in the
UdS.A.a tremendous nwiibe7i of hrky members are not yet E
nuclei.
GREATBRITAIN.-In',the C,P.G.B.
at the tbegkhg of r930 there
were # fado nuclei,. and in September, IW, there were 3
la
them were .zr .Party members. In November, .q 3 0 , out o 25%
m a b m of the
1376 were working in m e s , W wete tmemployed and 334 were b w i v e s .
Comrade pollin
other figures, but they -'for
thb lpst few months.
We have no infomaam on the nnmhr of s h e t n&i in tha
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C.P.G.B, but in England &ere are X%I meenfration groups, in which
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there are 851m e m h s of the Party, of whom 323 work in factories.
-=.-We
have no corn Iete figum for the C.P.F.
I.1928 the C.P.F.had d h c t o r y nuclei, with 17,488 members,
which forms 33 r cent. of the total number of Party ~artymkrs. (At
that time the C.T.F. had 52.372 members.)
We do not know haw many factory nuclei there were in 1929,
but they had ro,&o members, which was aq per cent. of the total
membership. In gag the C.P.F. had 45,000 membrs. The large
' percentage in factory nuclei is very striking, but this is explained by
the fact that they attached r5 to 18 members to every six members
working in factories,so that this does not mean that they really had
such a large percentage of Party members actualIy working in the
factories and included in factory nuclei.
. In 1930 the C.P.F. had 666 factory nuclei, of which 134were m
the Paris district. The number of members in them is unknown.
The number of street nuclei in the C.P.F.was :

...

1538
2410

-

.

I

WIthnaebi

76i
240

154
1.23

56

-

I

s

f

1837

In the street nuclei aud local organizations without nuclei there
were in 1928 34,927 members, which comprised 67 per cent. of all
Par members, and in rgzg 34,200, which is 76 per cent. In 1930
the &.I?.
had 38,240 memhn, but we have no information as to how
they are distributed among factory nncIei, street nuclei and local
orgmizations without nuclei.
Yesterday Commie Thorez said nothing about this in his speech.
Possibly the other French comrades who haw pet to speaEr will tell us.
WHATrs THE SUE OF TKE F A ~ R AND
Y
STREET Nuam ?
In Germany we have @es
only for 1929. The number of nucki
in the C.P.G. was as follows :
Mo. d fPetoriep
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If we take statisti= for 1931 and the Iast months of I 30 the
proprtim of Party members in street nuclei will be b i i cause
unempfoyment has recently greatly increased. The C.P.G. has several
times split the street nuclei into d e r ones because they have very
many members, Now I have been told by several Gennan comrades
that they have again started to increase the number of street nuclei
so as to reduce the number of members in them, or they are preparing
to do so.
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happening m the nuclei.
In the C.P. of the U S A fmm tbree to T% members form a n~deus.
Tn lne C.P.G.B. fram four to six members on the ave*
a
mdeus. This does not mean that there are no more members $i $om
nnclei, bat on the zLvra@they are very d.
In Fmw, in the C i m warks, with over r$,ooo m r W , thew
is a nucleus of xs Party mem'bers. In the Reno m r b , where r g , m
a h work, there is a nude- with 18members. la Boalope, at the
Farman, Carno and S d m m metal works, each employing some 19
to 2workers, there are only nine
them, bat for the whole six f a s h ) , In t, E h e &yans dtstridj,
out of +,000 miners, there are q
membrs. It is not
w m e r fiey h v e n u h i or not.
15th ~ @ tdistri4
y
.at the
Tallbean works, etc., where there are 60,- metal w o r b
oiee : In the whole district.
the whole district, I say, ere are four Eactory aWi in m
c
h
re are 10members.
The figmw are taken from the materials of the C.C., C.F.F'. Notie
t all the dmurmts which I p t e here and ad the @ms which
give are taken exclusively from the documents of the central cornittees or the mpo* of tbe instructors of the E.C,C.I.
IN =CH FACTORIES ARB
HUGLEI 7
We have d y the xwg Qwxs for the C.P. dGemmy :
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g e in d ;urd medium factories, with 10 to rooo workers ; 36%
nuclei arp in facbries with rooo to 5000 workers or mom.
-E&VAKIA.-~~
have no f q w e s for 1930 except the nine
factories-which have already been mentmned. In 1929,out of the total
number of Party membets working in factories, per cent. were in
factories with 50 to xoo warkers, 20 per cent. were in factories with
. xoo to I-, and only I per cent. were in factories with over x o w
workers.
C.P. o= u.s.A.-AS a general r a the party members are working
m smaU arrd medium factories. Only a few Party members are working
in big factories. Out of 133 fadory nuclei, 120 were in factories with
a total number of 5~7,410
workers,
-CE.--Out
of 134nuclei in the Paris district (according to the
figures of the Paris district committee) "many " are in small and
+mediumfactories. In St. Etienne, out of 23,000 metal workers in
factories with over 500 workers, there are only 17 Party members.
In the eastern district, including Moselle, in which is concentrated the
steel production of the whole of France, h r e are three nuclei. At the
Schneider and Creusot factories, with 11,000 workers, there is not a
single Communist.
C.P.G.B.-No data,
Tks Tm& U AO@ositim
~
and the Red Trads U n h s
Matters are stg wo& with regard to the transfer of the centre of
tradc.union work to the factories. T@Red trade unions and the trade
union opposition in Germany have not yet formed their groups in
many factories. The Trade Union Opposition has not yet f o d groups
in.all the factories where the C.P.G. has nuclei, and where the Trade
Union O p p s i t h put forward its Iists in 1930 for the election of fadory
commit*.
The Red trade unions of France and America and the
Ihority Movement in Britain have no solid position in the factories.
I n Csrecho-Slovakiaon December grst, 1930,the Red trade unions
had groups m x~ factories, and trade union delegates in 18 factories
(there is no information as to in which fadories and how they work).
The Trade Union Opposition in Germany set itself the task of organizing
p u p s in dl the factories where lists are put forward this year in the
elections for the factory committees. If they carry out this task they
will make a tremendous step forward, but, unfortunately, there is no
possibility as yet of spaking of a strong basiis in the factories even in
Gemany.
How 00 T= FACMRY NUCLBXWORK ? We have documents which
show that in all countries a few nuclei are working well, but the majority
of factory nuclei are, unfortunately, passive and work badly.
I wish to quote some documents showing how the g w d n u h i wcrrlr,
because many commbs have talked a great deal about the nuclei but
b o w very little about how the nuclei work. I will quote a document
from m e comrade, an instructor of the E.C.C.I., who was in France
,
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The only organhation in the district (Bodogne] which b doing
w m k ia the nuelm in the Reno &dory, Eighteen Prtrty m e m b ,
of whom eight are foreigner$ are divided into fmu,shop nudei o
w
m the cbief shop in the factories. The nudd have a common bumu
consisting of four spcretarics of t h e Bbop nuclei and a mnatant worker
from the disbict c~mrnittee(a member of the district commiktee) attafhed
to the nudens
" The nucleus, although its numbers are amall, nevmthless bks to
mtablish atect cotlhzts w i t h the fadory and tries t o Itad the struggles
of the
For example, several numbers of the hctmy n e w q a p r
bad been issued in which f i e demands of the workma were put h w d
in a general form. Every shop nucleus held a number of meeting a5
sympathim, holding^ themillegally. All the members of the nudeus
invited to #are rneetmp tM wmtadesi from their shops whom they
had s u c m d d in interesting by individd agitation.
" A t these m d n g s of sympfhixer~,at which them were m n ta
twenty comrades, demands were examined, and in addition three new
member8 were 0-4
for the hrtyl and five f# fhe bade uniQq,
"In the revolutionaiy bade uniod v - 1 ~ there are thitt).
"

&us

I

~~.

members.
After such work &d
on for a month the demand^ were found to
ba grenfl o o n ~ bDth
.
for tbe Reno factory a&- a wholc and for
~ V e opt,
d
vorhho in puti*.
a m r a g imd r l d t setting out the m * ~ m j
uld
conmetized demands. The l d e t s were distributed during the dinner
f o M by a brigade of abut twenty unemployed, wfao gave them ant
at the bur chief en&ancest o tbe ictory. X)min the -bution
of the
~eamwmradm
~m the metal 1~0rkm-smion
the Putyorganization
explained to the workers who gather& around the qmakers all about thwre
Om-

J

d-ds.

T h e influenct af the Party among th m k t m in the factary is
growing. Another example which sibwe that, altbongh we do not underatand how to lead the struggle, nevarthelttss the wwk haa already becn
coyynccd, is as follows :
In the wntraI t
d ahop, where low workem rn employ4 and
where there ia not a k
g
b
e X*arty membs, one d
g them spread a
a m o w thBt wagw were to bz at. During #e dinner interval two
t h i m found the
of thc nudens of the ~ e n factory
o
and
him of this. T h e x e i d M y told them ta bring r few workem
to a meeting- Four turned up at the meeting. They underbk to
e b u t e in the factory the ha&?@ which-weredrawn up during
day
in tbe district camnittee, d+g
yith the struggle a p m s t .

izps

- --

GPAYcZo?L"f%
%tm,aZ$i m
the wwkem. They saw that the C o r n m u m

d i B m u h T t E

d a goad i
w n
m not working o m m a
THE WALU OF rng FACTORY, but that there
an o q a n h t i o a nu m u
FACTORY ITSEW, that in the organkstiul the worur~~ls
WERE ACTWE, being able to hide thnseIve9 cleverly from tbe hctoory
polite, of which they had beard so much. This fack greatly d p d the
& m p of coddmce in onr o w t i o n .

The management ropml to reduce

the -km
to c,yt w e

wag^ on February 4th. but
uurmd &t they would strike I any attempt was nude

3 4

The nucleus awt i t d f the bsk of putting fo-d
on Februargt 25th
a platform of demands fw the whole factory and orgaakhg the p r e p m
hfor the election of d t t e e s ofattug$e. The Reno nucleus La one
of the best working orgaDip~tioa8in the Pans district."
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In such . a tteme~ldousfactory, where over rg,ooo
employed, a grorip of eighteen comrades, by their clever and pinstaking work INSIDE THZ FACTORY, had a great i n h a on the workers,
tremendously greater than if they had worked from outside.
In Ceeeho-Slovalda'also there an several nuclei which work well.
(a) The nodeas in rCarIshutte works actively. A large prop&
of the Party members come to meetings of the nuelens. The Party
committee pays great attention to this nuclew,
@) The Witkovite nucleus More the elections to tbe factory
committee carried on good work. The members of the Red trade
u u k s in the factory committee carried on a struggle against the
reformists in the factory committee. Their speeches were printed in
the factory newspaper, Witkmar.
(c) The nucleus at the Kolhn-Rague Works from the beginning
of &
m
e
m
b
e
r
,IBO, carried an active work. In January, before the
elections of the fadory mmmitb, the nudeus published and distributed zo,m leaflets. In addition, the nucleus periodically publishes
a newspaper with a circulation of 300 ta 500, and this nucleus received
stssistance and leadership from the Prague Party committee.
There are very many gaod nuclei in Germany, but the Party press
for some mason writes nothing abut them. Xn the C.P.G,there is a
special o w , T h PMy Worker, which deals &fly with Party
structure, passing on exprience of the g o d work of Party orgmkt h s and criticizing bad work and mistake. If WE examine it for
r930 there is nothing at all m it about the work of the nuclei as a
whole. There are gad d e m i p t h x of haw individual comrades do
g m d work, how they
in strikes, but no description is given
of the factory nuclei
how they organize the struggle. Conaarning the factory nuclei oj the C.P.G.,I must state that the overwhelmin$ majority of them are e v e and do not take part in the
struggle m the factories, do not
out the Patty line, do not mobilize
the works. This is still o m great weakness.
I have taken two facts from T L Party WwRer concerning the
factory nuclei in Germaay whose work is medium or bad, md I wish
to read you descriptions of their weaknmes because they are v q
characteristic, not only for Germany, but for many nuclei ia other
c0uti-k. In Germany an investigatim m made of the work of
facbwy nuclei. Tbis is a wry important factory and a very intemting
experience, and I meommwd the Party 4 t t e e s of 0 t h W e s
to do the same: wmy on a real investigation of how the factory
nuclei work
I have reports on the investigations of two factory nuclei. I will
read them.
" T h e investigation ahowed the fwbwing [unforhdely the h c b r y
i&not mentioned. but the German conmade9 probably know and call I t

the O.P.! :
"During the last year t h e nucleus sufF-d
greatly from internal
difkultieh. At first ianer-Party dhgmtes with Gomrades EbeFIein md

'

"
'

i'

i

I

,

,,

'PSon-Party workers had t o intervene to lioen tip the Party nucleus.
lemensI will give the reprt on the investigation of the nudeus at s'
1 do nut h o w if this $ a big factory-Siemens-Wk, Skmmsuhrt, or some other factory :
" HW c o m d c l r are ~ffwkinga t the Siemens-P. %exmy, and tbne
m d e s from various factmies ate attached to them. The bcbq Is
completely under the influence of the Social-Demouata,
oar
nudeus does M 9on any revolutionary @icy :, QO pet cent. of the
workers are u n o r g a w d and have no r e p r e ~ n b t ~ v ii&
n the factory
m&#ee.
Thxse wmmdes arc m e m h of the factory wmmitkc.

~ ~ # a y w a r e e l ~ o n t h e r d a r m f s Thewntrolmmpliseion.
t~t~

d

COYLWHISTW E R S OF Tffg FA-Y
mra THB ~ R Y I S T SIN JAXUAUY BOX TO
~ At
. a a
d of the
~ nucleus, w M thc
cmtxoI commission r e p r b d on this, the
w h t ~ a sons of tbe
three membcra of the fammmith, d a h b action in apdmg
tu th d i s m k h , After a lon dscussion tht nuclew decided &t
tlm h u t
mafiojgtoput-da~ebl*tthil~
Dntgthrmwtrd
&st
this decision..' t
I
TEAT 1
COHMITTBE VOTBD TOG-R
m r - d o~ mmn W

Iwflread~rno~extra&ztsexam~esofthe~~krofnu&i

h the Paris district. l b e same E.C.C,I. instructor in F m p , and of
whom i have already spoken, writes concerning the tffoJJk of the nudeus
Cimn:
"The experience obtained at the %no f&c&ry Is trot amed at
Cftraen, where n
o
w ha$ +mfar h e n done in utting fmw+rd dentun&.
nuden. at the fi-n
factory
&a,m e m w a i l y
!&week it wassplit into four8bop groups, Theonl methodofconb~t
%thenn&usandthamrhl.intbcf.ctrny~*ofrcM).wrr
piqm and ploclamatbps, *d&
are inm-t
if they am not o d y to
eqweasirmeansof agrtalmnammg, b a t ~ a ~ a f ~ t i o n
the,orkenr.
A trade rmioqncdhn does not as yet exist.
" Whan W
g ths q u d w of
6w Fe~ ~ t b ,
and of mtting tadm, the m e m h of the nudeus, who ham IWBW b e
any seriou~wclrk in the factory, did not M i e v e In the s a w of such
w k , however much they were m
d that the ~ o m r a &
in~the Reno

-sons

+

Party Wwkw, No. 39, Bdareh.
t P*, WwW. p. 8p.
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Eactory did acmmpbh cwbin
Itwasplainthat,as*
had
bflendguyct,ttUyM&=co-hltutto-k.
Itthe
last meeting of the Qhmm nucleus two comrada from the -no
were p r a ~ n t . T h y gfeatly encomagwt tqe C i t n K a c o m a , and the
latter rem1ved ta call a s p m p a meetwg."
~

Were is an extract taken from another documeat of €he C.P,F. :
" In Chapina1, a suburb of EIan~y- w o r k s ' "ptrew barn a
Psry. nucleus, but w k v e there also a tide of free-thmkem headed by
a Communist. The Party mdms Is q&
inactive, bud the f m - t h m W
EiFde is vcry active."

-

Of cam, 1 am not oppwed to the organization of free-thinkers'
circles, but I think that it would be better to make the nudens more
active.
In the C.P. of CmchoSIa9JEia tbe nucleus bureau at Pmdithuit
does nothing, nor does the fradion in the factory committee do anything. OnIy five out of the twenty-eight members of the nu&w m
the Prague Irpn Works at KIadno do any work at all. The nucleus
does nat issue a factory newspaper,
I will not give any more examples of the bad work of the nuclei
of the C.P. of CzechoSIovakia.
Why did I not describe tb work of the nuclei in my own words ?
We have often spoken and writtm in detail of h~ a factory nucleus
ought to work. Evidently we were not believed, because there has
been no great sucaess in this work as yet. I have quoted the documeats
of the Parties t h e d v e s , In these documents are clearly shown what 1
gm$ results are obtained wben the f a c q nucleus works wen (Reno
factory), and how bad matters are in factwhen the factory nucleus
does not work or works W y . Yesterday Comrade
pointed
out that we a m ~ limit
t
ourselves merely to nuclei in the factories,
a d that we need a h revo1ntiwarydelegates. We 4to have feelers
everywhere, either in the form of factory committees or as revolutionary
trade union delegates, or as delegates to a n W d t conferences, ete.
This is absolutely Wt and ahlutely necessary. But if factories
have no Party nucleus at all, or if they have nuclei which work WIyi . ~ . factory
,
nuclei which are helpless and psiye-how caxl they
had, dice&, give the Iine, point out what to do to the revolutionary
delegates, to the delegates ~t anti-Fascist conterenes, groups of the
trade naion oppitian md the Red trade miens and ICed factory
committees, or to other groups of mass proletarian o ~ ~ t i o inn s
the factories 7
German practice (the rBle QE the factory committees in zgq, when
there were no W'y nuclei) has shorn that without nuclei kvoluh w y trade mion delegates, factory committees and other mass
organktions in the factow, with very few exceptions, will be passive ;
they will not h a w what to do in most cases. Further, if there exists
a smoothly-working organhation of reformists and Social Democmb,
many of the above-mentioned revolutionary o~~
oPill come
under their Muence and will be discredited m the eyes of the workers.

~~
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toseehiswork; andifthe
~~ of th factory
th web vote forthe

<

any authoritp' d o n g the
r nuclei to exkt in tbefaetdes;
have been a s e s when
cretarks of factory nuclei have voted for the d h k d
e factory committees while the nuclei have made no
workers will amid such nuclei which allow their
in favour of dknkah. Such nuclei will scarcely be
delegates and other elected workers in the h c t q the factory nuclei-the basis of our orgmbations,
y wmm~tteesshould l e d , control and assist them in their
and important work. In these factory nuchi, in spite of the
hr.3 that they are passive, there are deviations both of a " Left"
oetarian character as well as of a " Right " opportunist characterFor example, there have been mses when members of a nucleus we.=
mt expelled for voting in favour of dismissals, Is not this opportuuh
h practiw of the deepst d e ? Or when members of fWoq nuclei
witl not talk to wokers wici are members of a Sadal Democratic
party, or with mernkrs of the reformist trade unions ; will not carry
on agitation among them and c o n h e themselves ~ n d to
y mhg
,them, on the ground that they are dl W d , that they have all
become reactionaries, that all of them are mrgiebeb. Is not this the
Worst form of sedarhism ? Of course we cannot have any swces
among the worker members of the Sotid Dtlmoctatic parties and the
x e f o d s t trade rmions if we do noth'i but curx them.
Only in one Communist Party-the C.P.G.-has a r y work been
done to transfer the centre of activity to the factorp, wbrch does not
mean, of course, tbat in this matter e-mg
is well with the German

part af its activity to the factories ; it o&
of workers m
the factories themselves and at factory gates. I M k gthe pipratbus
for the metal workers' strike h Berlin th mrict Party organb*
t r a m f e d worked meeting into t h e fsctories or near them, and this
ve tremendous results. But even during the strike the mxk of the
, Ktorynuclei was not noticeable. It did oat exist.
1have a -mt,
parts of which 1 d
l read, a document which
of what kind of wprk
was *]I written, which give an e x o e l l ~ t
was done by the l o d Pady organizatimsand groups of the tndemian
I oppositiDniqthisBerlinstrilreofr~,ooometdworkers. Itbiagreat
&tad, but rnthout a word about the factory ntrclei. I will only mad a
few of the most important parts of this document :
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.hib:T;t- f o u t fnota E t w y m*~ b e f w emet h o

withj~,ooowpies. Therewerenin
strike, and x n during the
I m t i n g s . 4 . P.1

da*r

.bow

UEDWH : The strike e o m d t e e .
h m m : "~ Forty-six
~
& warbts disc-d

the question of tha
metal wrrrkers' strike. 177 madhbti0~1s
took plaoe in factor& There
were eighteen fa~tmydemonstratIm.
w@m131 wasie~eof Ruty
and trade union organs."

But not of factory nuclei. Nothing is said of them in the reprt
~ u itt says that " the street nuclei agitated at seventyeight fcbork
and hdd Mty-eight meetings." The factory nuclei in the factoh
which struck evidently did not function at all. The other factwy
nuclei were not drawn into the struggle of the Berlin mtd workers.
It is possible that the r8le of the factory nu&i was omitted from
the document by accident, but the doenment speaks of everything in
such great detail that it cannot be the m e tbat its authors forgot to
mention the rble of the basis of the Party-the factory nuclei. It
seems to me that the factory nuclei can function, and should function,
even during a strike at their factory.
The same took place in the Ruhr provinm. When the miners'
it transpired that many mines in which
strike was being pre
there were nucIei an groups of the revolutimary trade union Opposition, and on which we counted as ertajn strikers, did not strike,
while mines which we did not muat on at aU as being likely to join
the struggle, and in which there were no nuclei and groups of the
rewIutimary trade union Opposition, struck. What does this show ?
It shows that we have not yet established gaod contacts with the
factories, and therefore the pulse of life of the factor& is not taken
into consideration by many of the Party and revolutionary trade
union organizations.
The factory nuclei and, after them, the revofutbnary trade union
delegates, the groups of the trade union Opposition and the Red trade
anions are working badly for the additional reason that in many
Communist Parties, Red trade unions and trade anion Oppositions the
chief arripaigns are carried m apart from the factory nuclei, Red trade
unions and groups of the trade d o n Oppition in the factories. The
C.P.G. is the only Party which has organ14courses for new members.
But where were these comses orpized ? h street nuclei and not in
fafactory nuclei. How a d d these new members, even if they work in
factones, be asked to go into facto'y nuclei when they attend C Q D
in the street nuclei, when they have already settled dom and received
some kind of duties in them ?
In his r e p r t , Comrade IJlemodanov said: " Hnw daes it come
about that there are no Y.CL. nuclei in p h where there are factory
nuclei ? " Comrade C h d o v , it is just bemuse most of the factory
nuclei are passive and work badly. If there were p p e r l y functioning
factory nuclei in the factories there would be group of the trade union
Opposition, p p of the trade mian unity and Y .C.L. nuclei. It

F
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ut nuclei in war fdmies. This is a

be formed, to which one
committee whois well

the factor&, for this task has not yet been carried out by far. FQX
tbisitisnecess
(I) For the?&
Union Qpsitim and the Red trade unions to
reconstruct their work on the basis of the factory.
(2) To review all the stteet nuclei and remove .from them all the
workem who are working m &hies, so as b s t n a g t h n the exishg
factory nuclei ; and if they work m factories where there is no nudeus,
thw,to form nu&i there.
(3) Without giviag up the efforts to stbact the unemphpd to.
the Party, the Y.C.L., the Red trade unions and the Trade Union.
6ppositioa,to increase to the maximum degree the remiting of workjng
men, women and youths for these organizations D ~ C ~ ,FROM
Y

.

INDUSTRY, because the economic crisis is every day throwing the
revolutionary workers more and more out of the factories. (There
are very well drawn up statistics in the Berlin-Brandenburg district
committee on the social composition of the members who are taken in
by them. Everything is written in the greatest detail ; but one
thing is missing-which of the new members work ia the factories and which of them do not. And this is tremendouslyimportant.)
If we recruit empIoyed workers at the m n t time, this means
that we get into industry at the time when every worker is thinking
that to-morrow he may be dismissed. T h e workers are not confident
that they will not be dismissed to-morrow It is easy to work with
such workers in industry. I do not mean by this that we should not
accept unemployed workers ; unem loyed workers should be accepted
in all the organitations which are ose to the Communist Party, and
into the Communist Party.
(4) To pay attention to the improvement of the work in the &sting
nuclei, groups of Red trade unions and the Trade Union Opposition,
and the organization of Party nuclei, groups of the Red trade unions
and the Trade Union Opposition in the big factories and in the chief
industfies, in war factories, transport, chemical works,et c.

.

S

3. THE FLUCTUATION OF MEMBERSHIP, ETC.
I will p a s on to the last question-fluctuations.
How do matters stand with regard to hctuations in the numkr
of members ?
In the Geman C.P. there is a certain phenomenon which I do not
h o w how t o explain, namely, between Demmbr and January there
are great variations in the number of members of the Party. The
statistics reIating to the number of members in the G e m C.P. are
d m up on the basis of the numkr of paying members.
During the first half of 1928 there were,on the average, rrB,g7g
memhrs of the Party ; in the second half of 1 9 8 there were, on the
average, xz4,51f members. The difference between the first and the
wcond half of rga8 was 5,932 members.
In May, rgag, there were 1 0 5 ~ 7 ~in; October, 98,527 ; in
November, ~13,487; and in December there were 135,1Bo. The
difference between May and December was 29,416.
THALAYLNM
: &tween Christmas and New Year's Day they do not
pay membership dues.
PIATNITSKY
: AS for 1930, the figures I have are contradictory,
becam those given by Comrade Creutzburg, the head of the Org.
Dept. of the C.C.C.P.G.,on January zoth,1931,in bis reprk tothe
E.C.C.I., do not c o m p n d with those which were recently published
by the Party press of the C.P.G. Evidently the C.C. received additional
information concerning the acceptance of new members by bcal
organizations for October, November and December only in February,
193136

in-

h m October to Decemhr becaw the Party members paid
their membership dues better, but commencing with anaary thew
was a fall lasting till the middle of the year. M e m h ip dues were
paid most of all in the last two months of every year. If in January
and February this par %henumber of members did not &crease, but
on the contray increased, it means that the fluctuatioi3s in January
and February have grown less. If the C.P.G.can put a stop to flactuat h s it will obtain tremendous successes, because an inflow of q 3 , m
members during the courw of one year shows that the Party has
enonnoas attractive force. I think that some of the workem who
left the Party muEd have been retained. I shall speak of this again.
The C.P. of Czecho-Slovakia. At the k g h h g of 1929 there were
8,432 members in the Party. Thi is a fip;are which the present
leaders do not question. Previously a y gave bigger figures. In
Odohr, 1929, there were only @,oao. In the first quarter of r g p
there were 30,zrz :,in April, ~4,000 ; in May, 35,593 ; on July xst,

d
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1930, 37,181; in the fourth quarter of 1930 there were 37,998. And
now tbe Czech comrades say that they have about p,wo members.
Zhe number of members ampted this year is a secret. W e do
not lmow it. The number who left is also unknown to us, but I am
anvinced that there are great fluctuations in the C.P,Cz.
G O ~ W A L D: Ten per cent .
PIATNITSKY
: Gottwald says m pr cent., but X think that it is
still more. But even that is god, and the Party has scored a great
success in easing to go downwards, and instead of that has risen ever
sin@ April. X m p t say that, if there is now an inflow of members into
the Party and the trade unions, it is hcause the C.P.Cz. has worked
well among the unemployed. The workers saw that this is the only
party which is really fighting far the proletariat, but not because the
Red trade unions of Czecho-Slovakia have worked well. X would not
say that. Let Comrade Zaptovsky, who is here, tell us how work was
d e d on among the workers by the Red trade unions in 1930. It
wilI be very useful.
C.P.of Great Britain. We have information from six districts
out of nine. In the period from May to N m m k r , 1g30,@3 members
joined these six dktriCtS, md 518 left. Apparently things are slightly
better in the C.P.G.B.now. It has accepted about 3 w members more,
but I do not know how many have left, and Gomrade PoUitt did not
say anything about this in his speech yesterday.
C.P. of U.S.A. In October, 1929,there were 8,800 members of
the Party. From December,1929,to July, 1930~7,178
members were
accepted. This means that there should be 15,978,but in July, 1930,
there were ro,* members. Thus 5,210 members kft the Party
(1,010
old members and 3,200 of the new members).
C.P. of France. I have no exact Wes. W e have had to search
for.the fqures. The situation is as follows : in 1929 the Party had
45,000 members ; in rg3o it had 38,240 members ; in 1931, 3 5 , m
members. For the same years, the Y .C.L.had : Igag, 7347 (the figure
given by Comrade Chemodanov) ; in 1930,6000 ; andin 1931,3350
members. However, the C.P.F. is taking in new members all the time,
and in spite of that it is going downwards. This is not only true of the
Party and the Y.C.L. ; the same is takiug place in the Red trade
unlons. I mnnot give the exact @ m s for the fluctuations in the Red
trade unions, but there are many dscuments speaking of a decline in
membership, and the leading comrades of the unions o w l y talk abut
it. And this is taking place at a time when the proletariat of France
are &hting, wish to fight, when a mass of strikes are spontaneously
breaking out.
What are the causes of the fluctuations? Y&e&y Commie
Thdmann pinted out that fluctuations take p h v becauw the street
.nuclei and the factory nuclei work badly. I should like to extend this
formulation. It is not only the nuclei which " work badly."
THALWN: They are me of the most important factors.
PIATHITSKY
: Ofcourse the nuclei should be the h i s of the Faxty.
,
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But in most cases the district committees and the town camittees
and the provincfaI uommitte~work badly, and sometimes we may go
even a little bit higher-the Central Committee. (La&&.)
TEA~AN
:A
Nrad still higher. (La%*.)
P X A T N ~:KCOmraae
T
IMhnam points to. us. I should be the.
last to say that I or comrades l i e me always do what is necessary
at the right time to signalize mistakes in the work of the local Party
organizations of the sections of the C.1. We are guiltlms of the sin
of claiming this. But, commencing from 1924,we have all the time
been talking and writing in the Party press and in the letters and
documents to the central committees of the Communist Parties on
the necessity of transferring the centre of activity of Party and trade
union work into the factory, and of the necessity of improving the
work of all units of the Communist Parties, Red trade-unions and the
Trade Union @psition. I a n c o n h that which Comrade Tfralmam
said yesterday, and which we agreed upon long ago, namely, the
conclusion that fluctuations are mused by bad work. I will try to
prove this by documents from the C.P.s themselves. One of the c a w s
of fluctuation is undoubtedly unemployment. There is tremendous
ulzemployment among Party members, even in Germany. If in
Germany only ao to 22 per c a t . of the members of the Party in 1g3r
are working in factories, that means that 78 to 80 per a t . of the
members are unemployed. They travel horn dishkt to district, from
town to town, and part of the memben are laat. But anemployment
is not the chief reason for the &xtuations of the members. If aU
sections of the Party and trade union
worked well it
would be m i l e to attract the tmemph@ Patty members into work
at least among the mrnplo
into t4e unempbyed
give them Party paps, lead?ts, etc., to distribute, They m
used w Party and trade r m h m k , and in thi4 way
amtact with them. The chief muse of fluctuations among the members
is mdoubtedly the bad work of the Party and trade union organizations
and organs.
Here is a short quotation from Ameria :
" The comrades of the C
h
w
i district. for example, pint out that

~~

one of the subdistrict organixations,wbich inctndeu the biggwt indmtrkl
centres (#I.,
St. W s , 4 t h a population of over w e mlllron), csrries on
a11 the work i t d f and has not yet w-ded
in forming a collective leader&iy, in the form of snb-dihct committees withth
deprb~~Q.
In a number of distriefti the district organtaenr are a
at tbe same 1-1
of development in some aeetions,
Kanw City, Butte, Denver, etc., the whole of the work of the
adon
is on the shouldera of one -*-the
district orpnircr. ~ z b o w
the Daily Wwkm, g m round
~
to workers' hww, spalrs at at
factory meetings, eta. The wmrades here have not yet solved the qomttton
of how ta bring in new elemen- to the work of the-tbatrict -tion,
and in this way to improve and lighten the work of leadership.'

SUZZZ$Z
+

CAN WE DEVELOP E ~ N S T Y -SA
OF TKE PARTYORGANIWTIONS AND DEAL WITH ALL THE WORK IF WX ORGAHlZE m
MANHER ?
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Of coarse not. Hem Is an extract fmm the re+
of Comrade Martin
at thesecretariat of tbeC.C., C.P. of Franm. (Hewassent bytheC.C
C.P3., as an instructor in the coal district of Gare-the -dot
Party district,) He writes :
" Although 1 ekpresaed my imp"S'on? of the coal district of Gars

:

to the secretary of the district c o m t t e e . lt
a b ba ~ f u l &
1nib-m
you of the situation of tbe Party organi&ion there. The situation i w
pitiful. Thcte k no other disb.ict where we ha* such w a t mbilities
of &ren@heniag our organization and where we have shown such a la&
of ability to utilize the situation. Sixteen muaicipal counciUors and
twelve Unitarian miner dele tea are representatives, chiefly on paper ;
thqi do ve tittle tbat is re&
practid if we look at a e i r activity horn

pink &nw
of the w r t y line.
OUR PARTY
HAS NOT h SOLID BASlS IN THE FACTORIXS. w e h W 3
wats i n the municipalities, but &e Commuarst line is not carried out there.
" The leaderhp of the W c t i a extremely weak. The wcretariat
has no authority among t h e elected representatives, nor inhenee among

the,fnasses.

. . .The miwrs' delegates have much free time whidh could be used
However,nothing is done in this direction.
. .Party
. 3% organization.
delegatesregular1 put questions to the miners. Then they
d e a reprt to the prefect, aaJthat ts all. H the prefect does nnt r@y
to p
e report the deIegate writes another letter.
. . M a g the catastrophe at AIsdorf and Saar I demanded that
by

tbe question of thm ~atastrophesahodd be put on the agenda of all
nucJei, the trade union wctiwa sad factory m&ngs, and tbat this"
question should h e w e d from the p i n t of view of the geneml situation
of the m i a m a t Care. However, tbiswasnatdone.
" . . . It would be d i M t to have a more favaurable platfnrm for
a trade union and Party campaign in order to form committees ofs t m e .
However, nothing wus done. . . . The chief blame belongs t?tly leaders
of the trade union and the leaders of khe distnct M y oqanwtion. No
one,$ves the necessary directives to the delegates.
. . . Our municipal councils are scandalous. No one caa di-ish
them from the bonrgeais municipal muncils. Them is no Cnmmmist
work. In the CQmmuaist municipalities i n e r t n e ~and passivity is so
great that the priests have a predominating influen?.
Party
orgxnizitfon, which does not give the n e w dumbyea, is duefly to
Mama."

The situation in the Eastern and the Lyons Party districts and in
the Troye district is not much better. 1 have here the reports from
many Party di%trktswhich were sent to the C.C. I will not read them
all ; I will d y give a few excerpts from the documents of the Paris .
Party district. I will give extracts from the discussion at a, session of
the bureau of the Paris Party district m February agth, 193r, on the
trade union pnestion.
The secretary of the Paris district, Comrade Selor, said :

,

'

"You have not yet made W n e d i k e prepafatio~~s
for a strag@.
The work is being w e d on badly. You have Iost m e m h and, io
addition, them remain tendencies to work passively. For #e ta.xi drivers
at tha a d of Seqhmkr, sg
wa proposed at one meetrng to fa mmminion ta work out the & a d s for th.ahlition of the pm~ge
4

Wsofp
Andwbatb~wedoneallthisttmesin~etheendo~
Sep!:mb.r
The uestion hu not even b x n raised before the - k a n
. . . bong leather wmkers and fur a.or*eo we a d ta pot .

?
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f o d & w m d a n n n d d o P H m
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,

-,.

w h . t i k ~ ~ ~ l m
m
=
w
*?

dlddbaPebeen t B w w a r d l ~ - b = d h d b p w .
"
. I ~ r a d d ~ t t t r e ~ h a ~ ~ w h m e b s e e
0 & AB.
During tbe lut fax month. motbily..hubcm
w
h
y 0form a ntrike frind.
wopdines, arc M n g tver mow deqly
(=ondudon: -1
W e d . Thismust-:
~ t h e 9 t ~ t i ~ m f o r ~ ~ w i l l k t h asin Au-,
i.~,,ourwwkdlbPsmptyhndweshall
dot&aneB&ive
sbap tavperds tha pteparation'ofW.*)

mF

~hiswassafdbythe~taryofthePatisregh,~8~.
that ~ommentdbe s u p e m .
A t t % e s a m e ~ C o ~ d e S e m a r d ~ t'e d :
-

"h#eaothdhh5ckorpahtiam~sdisb&]aadinthetrada
hap ken d e , h s e ww have not been
a ~ t o o p . e r c o m e ~ n r ~ ~ t ~ ~ t v f v i o W o f
thel@ersL of them&,

union mcrwment no advance

J u j . e u i a r a t m m u u l . r t u u t n a m ~ ~ ~ d
fmm Ge'point of vrtw oi our methods in the
u n h moyment"

-

of z i a w m-."

-

These rn sot m y words : is the s t a t m a t vf,, h n & e Mmmt
~ t h e ~ u t e s o f t h e ~ ~ ~ B ~ o f ~ e P a r i
,

sst.a, x w .

Onemoresmallqsotation~therepwtoftlk~of~
E.C.C.I. :
ha I+
df +he & *+
mmt dw9tqe
csrrlr.on .a
O*

~ t d e a t 0 mrk,
f
~ ~ ~ d l ~ g i Y Ep st s
h at *mh u

h k n d t h a n t % n y k i ~ d v e r y m c e & & .It
now there.aa8 ha b W bin mrk mriotlsly."

h8tWtSsgoxis

ImuldqnotesfmiIard~tsfromall.t2le~of#e~,

m ~ ; a p i Wcxrunlfes.
t
Meither the Gmnmjst P&ies nor the trade

the Red trade unbs, nor the Y.C.L., with few
to the neemay extent the
tim of the workkg a d pmt masses in coxme
economic and agrarian mi&, a
ta the ~~t
or bad
of the W
trade m h ~Y,.C. and other kindred orgm3-.
s i ~ m d e din u
g
-

m k
m,
-f.
Tk&mtit isnotsurpriaingthai there$su&agreat+dxat5min
fhe membership of an ~ m m m k Parks,
t
P.E.L. o
h d e unions aad other M
.

orlqankths-
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fn the C.R of Germany measms have bin taken to redum
3 1 1 c t u a ~The
. mere fact that short courses have been o@d
ior
new membrs, Which bas not been done by any other Party-at any
rate, I do not know of m y - - e W s a Iarge ppwtim of the members
into the work. But in other M,
unfortunately, this ~ W not
S
take
p b . Hundreds of t h a w d s of non-Party workers actively mist
the Commuuist Par€yia election campaigns and during strike9, but
many of them have not yet joined the Party and the Red trade d o n s ,
Many of them who do enter the C.P. and the Red trade unions &erwards leave them b e a m they expect from these organizations
militant adivity, wbile in many cases our organizations function
m y .
What should be done to reduce fluctuations ?
(r) Improve ths work of the nuclei, district commitks, town mmand provhdd wmmittaes.
z) Set practical work for the ntw membm.
3 Form &leg and Iort eonraes for the new memkra
4 h c t the C c n M Committm of the Communist W e s to h d y .
the mumof & t c t u a b r a d bremove all a u w wbich makc it i m w b l e
for Partjr memta Femaia in it.
(5) Remmbnct the aystem of s t a W a of Party menhem in such a
mitt-

iI

waythatitwilIbemhow~niemhaninWMy,howmany
pay m e m W p dues, and, hefly, HOW M Y HA- BBEW DUWX W T ~
rmv~
PARTYWORK. The greater tbe proportion drawn into Party work,
the umalkr will Im the proportion of those who leave the Commanist
h r t y . We can and must *p mch statistics.

I
I

The general conclusions from all taat I have said to-day are as
follows :
(a) The 'bad work of the Party organktions increases fluctuations
and prevents us from bringing in the militant revolutionary workers,
(b) The absenm of a great change. in the matter of transferring the
centre of activity of Party and trade union work to the factories does
not really make it: possible for the C.P.s, the Red trade mions and the
T d e Union Opposition t o light against the influence of the Social
Democrats md reformists in the factories, to enlarge their membership
by an inflow of workers from the fad&, to h o w the feehgs of the
workers, to organim the struggle against the attack of the capitalists.
When the active elements of the C.P., the Red trade unions and the
T& Uniw Opposition are removed by the bourgeoisie doring the time
of war the only possibility for s d u l work in the industrial centres,
in the factoriesI will be on condition that there axe well-functioning
nuclei (the revolutionary delegates in Berlin during the World Wax of
~ g q - r 8 wried on a tremendous amwnt of work, and they showed
how necessary it i to have revolutionaryorganizations in the factories).
(c) The absence of strong and energetic committees and councils
of the unemployed, and of systematic work among them-&bstraet
slogans and abstract agitation among the unemployed, the prevalmce
of demonstrations while other forms and methods of concrete work are
not a d o p t e d h s not make it possible to organ& the broad

1

and ather mass organjzabs, and inh the;

In view of the weakening of the work m the refonnist and otber
absence of the systematic publication
ide distribution of the Party press, which,
, but decreases, we have not been
e growing political influence of the
ts to atmlish these pbenomma

real h g e in Party work, in tbe
&Trade Union Opgoall their sections wi be able
victorg the proletariat in tbe
of the burgeoish for the

'
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